Which Word Where?
This week, we are learning about words that end with -ary. Can you match the correct word
into the correct sentence?

library

February

dictionary

boundary

salary

summary

primary

secondary

ordinary

necessary

1. “You must look new words up in a 				 if you don’t know their meaning,” Mr
Amar advised his class.
2. A book 				 can be useful to people who have not yet read it.
3. The new 					 school has a vast field and an outdoor classroom.
4. It is 				 to wash your hands well before handling any food.
5. Although the house looked 					 from the front, an amazing secret was
waiting just over the back garden wall.
6. The man’s 					 allowed him to have a comfortable house in a nice
spot and a fast car.

7. As her new topic at school was the Stone Age, Monika was keen to go to the 				
to find some books to take to school.
8. Mrs Nellson had finished painting the white lines on the field so the 				
of the football pitch was clear to see.
9. The presentation by the 				 school students was very exciting and made
the Y5 children want to go to their school.
10. 					 is often a cold, dark month.
Challenge Task

A preposition expresses time, place and cause. Make a list of all the prepositions used in the
sentences.
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Which Word Where?
This week, we are learning about words that end with -ary. Can you match the correct word
into the correct sentence?
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1. “You must look new words up in a dictionary if you don’t know their meaning,” Mr Amar
advised his class.

2. A book summary can be useful to people who have not yet read it.
3. The new primary school has a vast field and an outdoor classroom.
4. It is necessary to wash your hands well before handling any food.
5. Although the house looked ordinary from the front, an amazing secret was waiting just over
the back garden wall.

6. The man’s salary allowed him to have a comfortable house in a nice spot and a fast car.
7. As her new topic at school was the Stone Age, Monika was keen to go to the library to find
some books to take to school.

8. Mrs Nellson had finished painting the white lines on the field so the boundary of the football
pitch was clear to see.

9. The presentation by the secondary school students was very exciting and made the Y5 children
want to go to their school.

10. February is often a cold, dark month.
Challenge Task

A preposition expresses time, place and cause. Make a list of all the prepositions used in
the sentences.

prepositions used: in, on, over, to, with, before, by, from
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